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Introduction

Imagine finding yourself in the midst of a behavioral health crisis—you might be panicked, confused, or frightened. You would never expect that going to a hospital for help could lead to your arrest, jailing, and criminal prosecution. But in Seattle, as in many places, that is too often the case.

Disability Rights Washington (DRW) found that over the course of the a recent year, staff from seven Seattle health care facilities called police 201 times to report assaults involving patients; 102 of these calls resulted in arrest of a patient. This means that nearly two people per week are arrested out of health care and booked into jail. The majority of these incidents involved patients in behavioral health crisis. Most did not result in any visible injury to the victim. In fact, for many of the incidents the only alleged crime was spitting.

Without a doubt, staff in health care facilities face disproportionately high rates of workplace violence, oftentimes related to interactions with patients. As a result, they may experience increased injury and stress. They might also reach out to law enforcement for assistance.

Patients who are arrested are removed from medical and mental health care and instead placed into jail and criminally prosecuted. Many remain in jail for weeks or months where they face increased risk of suicide, harm from placement in solitary confinement, and decreased access to needed health care, among other things.

“Carol,” who uses a walker, was getting treatment at Harborview’s inpatient psychiatric unit. She did not want to return to her room and argued with a nurse. Carol threw her paper cup, getting juice on the nurse’s shoulder but causing no injury. She was arrested for assault, removed from inpatient psychiatric care, and booked into jail. See pg. 18 for more.

*The names of all patients featured in this report have been changed to protect their identity.
“Anthony” was brought to Swedish First Hill by his family for a mental health evaluation due to hallucinations and paranoia. In the waiting room, he became agitated and confused, yelling and throwing chairs. He struggled with hospital security, but caused no injury. Instead of getting a mental health evaluation, Anthony was arrested, booked into jail, and charged with assault. See pg. 11

Most importantly, the arrest and prosecution of these patients does not make any of these health care facilities safer for staff or patients over the long term. Health care staff, especially those who work in mental health, have a difficult job and deserve recognition for the challenges they face on a daily basis. No one should have to experience violence at work, but criminalization of health-related behaviors does not reduce rates of workplace violence or help the patient recover from crisis. We must stop to consider the harms of arrest on individual patients and the failure of this response to improve workplace safety in the long term.

This report examines the ways in which Seattle-area health care facilities respond to patients who become disruptive or assaultive and how these patients ultimately experience our criminal legal system. We examine when and why health care staff call police and the discretion that police exercise over arrest. We then look at how prosecutors decide to criminally charge these patients and the results of prosecution.

Disability Rights Washington (DRW) finds that there is an unnecessary financial, societal, and—most importantly—human cost of arresting people who are experiencing behavioral health crises in a treatment setting. The report concludes with recommendations for a more effective and humane approach.

**About Disability Rights Washington**

DRW is a private non-profit advocacy organization with a mission to advance the dignity, equality, and self-determination of people with disabilities and to pursue justice on matters related to human and legal rights. DRW has been specially designated to serve as the
federally mandated Protection and Advocacy system for Washingtonians with disabilities, including mental health conditions.⁶

Congress provided federal funding and mandated that each Protection and Advocacy system has authority to provide information and referrals, outreach and monitoring, as well as advocacy and education for policy makers regarding the rights of its constituents.⁷ Under these statutes, Protection and Advocacy systems also have broad access authority to conduct investigations of abuse and neglect upon receiving complaints or probable cause to believe abuse or neglect has occurred or may be occurring.⁸ DRW is releasing this report in furtherance of its mission and federal mandate to protect and advocate for Washingtonians with mental health disabilities.

**Background**

Health care workers in the United States face disproportionately high rates of violence at work. Incidents of serious workplace violence are four times more common in health care than private industry; 80% of violent incidents occur in interactions with patients.⁹ In a recent survey by the Washington State Nurses Association, more than 50% of member respondents said they believe workplace violence is a serious problem where they work.¹⁰
Workplace violence can have serious consequences for staff well-being in terms of physical health, mental health, and perceptions of safety. In addition to the physical injuries they may face, health care staff may also experience verbal aggression from patients and conflict with other staff on a daily level that increases workplace stress and related adverse health outcomes.

A common response to these incidents is to arrest and prosecute patients who allegedly assault health care staff. An assault is generally defined as an intentional touch of another person in an offensive or harmful way. An assault can be a misdemeanor when the level of violence or injury is relatively low or a felony when violence or injury are more significant. Misdemeanors are punishable by up to a year in jail; felonies by over a year. Criminal conviction, especially for felonies, can result in losing the right to vote, barriers to work and housing, and other serious challenges.

Many states including Washington have passed laws that increase penalties for assault incidents in health care settings, converting what might otherwise be a misdemeanor assault charge into a felony solely because the person assaulted is a health care provider. For example, a simple shove, spit, or other minor, unwanted touching can become a felony if the victim is a nurse or doctor.

A criminal legal response may remove disruptive patients in the short term, but it has not shown evidence of decreasing rates of workplace violence for health care providers.
Instead, comprehensive workplace violence prevention programs, including safety and health training and data-driven, worksite-based interventions, have been shown to work.¹⁹

**Scope and Methodology**

DRW examined assaults involving patients at seven Seattle-area health care facilities, all within the jurisdiction of the Seattle Police Department (SPD). The list includes: Harborview Medical Center, Navos, Northwest Hospital, Swedish Medical Center (three locations: Ballard, Cherry Hill, and First Hill), and Virginia Mason. All provide varying levels of emergency or psychiatric care to patients. It is not the intention of this report to make conclusive comparisons between these different facilities.²⁰ DRW also reviewed policies and procedures related to workplace safety from most of the facilities.

DRW obtained a list of 275 calls from these facilities to the SPD reporting potential assaults that occurred between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. SPD assigns each police call a code that represents the type of incident. The call dispatcher first codes the initial 911 call and then the police officer codes the incident after they respond. The 275 calls that DRW examined in this report were all specifically coded as assault by either the dispatcher or the responding police officer. DRW did not examine the hundreds of other calls that might be related to disruptive behavior by patients, but were not coded specifically as assault.

DRW determined that 201 of the 275 calls we reviewed described alleged assaults by patients against staff or other patients that occurred inside the health care facility. DRW examined the
manner in which these incidents were ultimately resolved by police, focusing especially on the 102 total calls that resulted in arrest. DRW then reviewed information obtained by the Seattle City Attorney’s Office (SCAO) and King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office (KCPAO) to determine which arrests had criminal charges filed. DRW tracked the criminal prosecutions and outcomes of these cases.

Facts and Analysis

Treating a Patient in Crisis
Almost all of the assault incidents that DRW reviewed were related to a patient experiencing behavioral health crisis. In addition to the normal crises and stress experienced by any patient who needs health care, patients who are experiencing behavioral health crisis have additional, often predictable support needs linked to mental illness or substance use. Health care facilities should be able to meet these needs and provide necessary treatment.

Health care facilities can resolve problems without calling the police
If patients become disruptive, threatening, or assaultive, health care providers and other staff can employ skills to avoid escalation or harm, allowing them to continue providing needed health care. Some techniques that nurses, doctors, and other facility staff use on a regular basis include: performing thorough assessment to identify an aggressive patient early on; using verbal de-escalation techniques; maintaining distance and avoiding threatening body

“Acute inpatient psychiatric settings may have patients who exhibit risk-prone behaviors, such as verbal aggression, attempts to elope, self-harming behaviors, refusing to eat or drink, and displaying aggression to objects or people….Patients come to the emergency department with hallucinations, hearing voices, or they may be under the influence of unknown substances.”

language; implementing environmental controls, such as minimizing lighting and noise; clinically-driven use of internal hospital security staff; or using physical or chemical restraint.21

“Daniel” had a diagnosis of schizophrenia and was experiencing symptoms. Earlier in the day, he had been contacted by police for a crisis incident. At the conclusion of that police contact, Daniel decided to go to Swedish First Hill by ambulance to get treatment for an injured hand. Daniel panicked when hospital staff approached him on the ambulance gurney and became overwhelmed. He left the hospital before completing treatment, but returned later to get his medication. Daniel was seen near the ambulance doors yelling at no one in particular and appeared to be responding to internal stimuli. A security guard approached him and proactively took him to the ground after Daniel yelled at him. After a physical struggle, Daniel was arrested and booked into jail. The police report and witness accounts do not describe any assessment and planning by hospital staff based on Daniel’s known symptoms and behavior, nor do they evidence any de-escalation tactics.

DRW reviewed policies and procedures for health care facilities, which address how to handle disruptive patients and potential workplace violence. All require violence prevention training for staff. At Harborview, for example, training subjects include to violence-predicting factors, de-escalation and restraining techniques, and appropriate use of medications as chemical restraints.22 Harborview instructs staff to use verbal interventions, set limits as appropriate, or seek security or other staff assistance to counter threats.23 Once any immediate danger is resolved, policy requires the patient’s care provider to make decisions about next steps. This may include creating a patient care plan (essentially written guidance for care options to minimize risk of future harm), placing electronic alerts in the medical record, or terminating care.24
While all the policies that DRW reviewed require staff to report patient incidents to the facility, they allow staff discretion about contacting police or cooperating in criminal prosecution. For example, Navos has a specific policy entitled “Discharge of a Patient to Jail,” which allows Navos psychiatrists to decide whether they think the assault was volitional or due to the patient’s psychosis.\(^{25}\) Notably, even if the psychiatrist believes the assault was volitional and opts to contact the police, Navos policy states that it is the police officer, not facility staff, who should make the final decision about arrest.\(^{26}\) Washington law requires health care facilities to keep their own records of violent incidents, including whether the act was committed by a patient and what steps were taken in response to the incident.\(^{27}\) DRW obtained this information from several of the facilities we reviewed. It confirmed that there are many incidents that might involve violent behavior from a patient but do not result in any calls to the police.

Records demonstrate that health care facilities can and do respond to assaultive patients without contacting police and still reach a safe outcome.

For example, Harborview reported well over 400 violent incidents over the course of the same year in which it called police 78 times to report patient-involved assault. Swedish provided narratives for violent incidents at its three Seattle facilities, many of which describe incidents in which staff chose not to contact the police in response to a patient’s threatening or assaultive behavior, even when it resulted in injury. These records demonstrate that health care facilities can and do respond to challenging or assaultive patients without contacting the police and still reach a safe outcome for everyone involved.

Swedish also provided DRW with records documenting post-incident analysis which included staff ideas about how the incident could be avoided going forward. These analyses focused
heavily on improving staffing levels and training. Consider the following feedback from a nurse at Swedish after an incident involving a patient on the post-partum unit who displayed serious psychiatric symptoms, made threats, and became violent with staff:

“Education regarding de-escalation is available for the remainder of the year at Swedish. As the unit manager, I agree that more tools, education and resources need to be available to care for this patient population. Patients who exhibit this level of threat and escalation are disruptive and threatening not only to themselves, but to staff and to other patients….There was a failure to follow policies in place regarding search and seizure given this patient’s behavior and psych needs. I ask that a policy and training is given to nursing, charge RN and providers as this level of care is becoming more frequent on our units.”

Although DRW did not receive similar narratives and analyses from other health care facilities, the emphasis on adequate staffing levels and training is key for all health care facilities struggling with workplace violence.
Anthony’s Story

“I grew up in the Seattle area. In 2018, I lived alone, had a full-time job, and had never been arrested. I started to feel a lot of stress at work after a series of layoffs and mandatory overtime. I realized I wasn’t acting like myself and I took some time off my job. Within a day or two, I started to lose touch with reality. This had never happened to me before and I didn’t understand what was going on.

My parents and sister got worried about me and wanted to take me to a hospital for help. While we were driving on the freeway, I was talking really fast and I threw my wallet out the window. I couldn’t even tell you why I did that—I think I believed that something big was about to happen and I wouldn’t need the wallet. After that, my family drove me to the closest hospital emergency room at Swedish.

Staff told us to wait. I didn’t understand what was happening, so I wanted to leave. I think I was getting loud and my family was trying to keep me calm. I remember that I threw one of those “caution: wet floor” signs and hospital staff were just staring at me. At some point, security guards showed up and they also just stood around and stared at me. No one from the hospital tried to talk to me or asked how to help. At one point, I remember walking outside, but security guards followed me and surrounded me. One of them got into my face and wouldn’t let me leave. I was scared. I remember knocking his glasses off his face. He said I punched him, but I didn’t punch him.28

Suddenly all the security guards were on top of me and had me pinned me to the ground. One of them had a knee in my back and it was hard to breathe. I honestly thought they were going to kill me. The police arrived and I was relieved because I thought they were there to save me.

I’m a nurse. I know that you can’t force someone to get treatment, but you need to do a real assessment for them. The hospital staff didn’t seem to want anything to do with my brother. – “Kelly,” Anthony’s sister and a nurse
Instead, the police arrested me and took me to jail. The jail guards told me to change out of my clothes. I was on my knees with my wrists behind my back when a guard shoved me forward so my face hit the floor. My nose was bleeding and my eye was bruised.

I had never been to jail and I was still really confused about what was happening and where I was. I remember thinking that the holding cell was an escape room, like it was a puzzle and I just needed to figure out the right codes to get out. I also tried to use the phone to call 911 for help, since I was so injured and confused.

They eventually took me from the jail to another hospital where I was admitted into the inpatient psychiatric ward for treatment. That was where I finally got a mental health evaluation and some psychiatric medication. My mind started to clear up so I could finally understand what had happened. I was really upset.

After I got out of the hospital, I had to keep taking full days off work to go back to criminal court for the assault case. It was incredibly stressful and I was worried about what an assault conviction could do to my life and my job. Six months later, they finally dismissed the case against me.

I still cannot believe what happened the day I got arrested at Swedish. I know I was acting erratic, but I was obviously having a mental health crisis and needed care. It really seemed like the hospital staff didn’t know what to do with me and maybe could have used training in de-escalation. Hospital staff didn’t interact with me or help me get treatment. In order for me to finally get that care, for some reason first there had to be an arrest, I had to go to jail where I was really hurt, and then there had to be a criminal case that eventually got dismissed anyways. Why? I just needed help.”

I told the police that this had never happened before and that I believed my brother was having a psychotic break. I told them he needed medical attention. Instead, they arrested him. -Kelly
**Arresting Patients**

Once health care staff decide to call the police and an officer responds, the officer must assess the situation and determine whether to make an arrest. A police officer must have probable cause to make an arrest, meaning they must have a reasonable basis for believing that a crime has been or is being committed.\(^{29}\)

Police may exercise discretion not to arrest in most cases\(^ {30}\) and may instead choose to give warnings, make referrals to third parties for assistance (including health care providers or other supports), or provide information and counseling, among other things. They may also avoid an arrest in the moment and instead write an incident report that can be referred to the city or county prosecutor for potential criminal charges at a later date.

**Bar graph showing assault calls to police from Seattle health care facilities**
Patient-involved assault calls result in disproportionately high arrest rates

The rates of arrest for assault calls from the facilities DRW reviewed varied substantially, but all were higher than the arrest rate for assault in Seattle. Harborview had the highest rate of arrest: 67%, or 52 of its 78 assault calls ended in arrest. Swedish Cherry Hill tied this rate, but with much lower numbers: 6 of its 9 assault calls ended in arrest. Swedish First Hill came in second with 44%, or 18 of the 41 assault-coded calls ending in arrest. Northwest and Virginia Mason had an arrest rate of 40% (4 of its 10 calls, and 10 out of 25 calls, respectively). About one-third of Navos’s 34 calls resulted in arrest and Swedish Ballard had only one arrest out of their four assault calls.31

At Virginia Mason, “Derek” appeared to be experiencing symptoms of mental illness and insisted he needed an x-ray but would not explain why. When pressed on the matter by a nurse, Derek became agitated and aggressive. The nurse was walking him towards the exit door when he turned around and spit in her face. Derek was arrested, booked into jail, and charged with felony assault on a health care provider. He was found not competent to stand trial and ordered to undergo restoration. After a lengthy wait in jail for these services, the court finally dismissed the case.

In comparison, approximately 15% of the police calls that SPD coded as assaults city-wide in 2018 resulted in an SPD clearance code “A,” meaning a physical arrest was made during the police response.32

DRW cannot conclude why a larger proportion of assault calls from health care facilities resulted in arrests. As this report will further discuss, DRW did determine that health care staff preference plays a significant role in dictating whether a patient is arrested. Very often, health care staff seek arrest of their patients.
Health care staff exercise considerable influence over patient arrest

At Swedish Chery Hill, “Zachary” was brought to the hospital to receive a mental health evaluation. He was already in restraints and described as agitated. Hospital staff decided to remove Zachary’s restraints, but then changed their plans and tried to re-restrain him. He spit on a nurse’s clothing but caused no injury. The nurse told the police he wanted to press charges. Zachary was arrested, booked into jail, and charged with misdemeanor assault. The criminal court ordered an evaluation of his competency to stand trial and, when he was found not competent, dismissed the case. Zachary spent one month in jail.

What drives a police officer’s decision to arrest is complicated. Common sense and research suggest that officers are more likely to arrest for serious crime, especially resulting in serious injury, and if the perpetrator poses an imminent risk of danger to people or property.\textsuperscript{33}

Based on DRW’s review of police reports, most of the patient-related assaults did not involve serious injury or imminent risk of danger. DRW found that only about 25% of the arrests resulting in misdemeanor assault charges and 50% resulting in felony assault charges involved visible injury to the victim. Visible injury most frequently included redness or swelling, a scratch, or more lingering pain; it rarely included bleeding or more significant injury. Many incidents involved only spitting on the victim. Approximately 20% of the arrests resulting in misdemeanor assault charges and nearly 40% resulting in felony assault charges only involved spitting on the victim.

DRW also found that in the majority of cases any imminent risk of danger had been resolved by the time the police responded to the assault calls. Often, the hospital staff already had the individual under control when police arrived. In some cases, a patient was under the effects of a sedative medication or otherwise deemed medically unable to leave the health care facility at the time of police response.
DRW found numerous examples in which police requested that a nurse notify them later when the patient finished treatment so that police could return, sometimes even days later, to arrest the patient. If health care staff exercised that discretion to again call the police back, the person would be arrested. If they did not—and DRW found that very often this was the case—the person was not arrested.

If not serious injury or imminent harm, what might explain the high arrest rates for health care facility assaults? Research has shown that victim preference strongly influences arrest decisions by police. Indeed, DRW’s review found that health care staff preference seemed to make a considerable difference in how police ultimately resolved an incident. Although none of the treatment facilities DRW reviewed require staff to contact the police or to cooperate in a criminal prosecution, police reports revealed that staff often specifically requested patient arrest and criminal charges. If staff instead made clear to police that they did not want the patient arrested, the police generally followed this wish. In those cases, police would simply create a written record of the incident and sometimes refer it to the prosecutors for decision on whether to file charges at a later date.

Although the police officer holds discretion on whether to ultimately arrest the patient and remove them from care, DRW found that much power lies with individual health care staff in influencing this decision. Compare the following examples of similar incidents at Harborview in which health care staff were clear with police about their wishes:
A nurse was escorting “Marcus,” a patient in the Harborview inpatient psychiatric unit, back to his room when he turned and spit in the nurse’s face. Although she contacted the police, she told them that she “knew what Marcus did was an assault but did not believe, due to his mental state, that sending him to jail would be a good option for him. She asked to document the assault in the event Marcus attempted to assault someone again.” No arrest was made and Marcus continued to receive inpatient psychiatric care.

“Ethan” entered Harborview in mental health crisis. While awaiting transfer to the inpatient psychiatric unit, he started smearing feces and threw a plastic spoon with feces on it, hitting a doctor’s pant-covered leg but causing no injury. Ethan also made threats against staff. The doctor called the police, stating he was not injured but that he “felt assaulted” and wanted Ethan arrested. The police arrested Ethan and he spent two months in jail until trial. He was acquitted of misdemeanor assault but found guilty of harassment.

DRW’s investigation revealed only a handful of incidents in which the police went against a specific request about arrest made by health care staff.

“Layla” was brought in to Swedish First Hill by family for a mental health evaluation. A hospital social worker called the police to report that Layla had given him a “light shove” and the social worker had decided he now wanted to press charges. He advised police that “he did not want this to escalate or set a precedent that Layla could behave this way towards staff.” Police told the social worker that they felt it was better for Layla to get psychiatric treatment and that they could refer it to the Seattle City Attorney’s Office for possible criminal charges. No arrest was made and no charges were ultimately filed.
Arresting patients from longer-term inpatient psychiatric care raises serious concerns

DRW’s investigation raised serious concerns about patients arrested out of longer-term, inpatient psychiatric care. These patients may have initially entered an emergency room in crisis, but had since been found to have psychiatric diagnosis and symptoms that require more intensive, specialized inpatient care. Some enter this care voluntarily, but many are held by court order on an involuntary civil commitment status in order to receive necessary health care.

Patients on an involuntary civil commitment status have specifically been found by a court to be gravely disabled or to present likelihood of serious harm to themselves or others as a result of a mental disorder or substance use disorder.35 They are being held involuntarily for treatment. Usually, before these patients can be released from psychiatric care, a court must review the case and determine they no longer present such risks. If they are arrested, however, that treatment and legal process is thwarted in favor of jail and criminal prosecution.

Four of the facilities DRW reviewed offer inpatient psychiatric care: Navos, Harborview, Northwest, and Swedish Ballard. At Swedish Ballard, all of the facility’s assault-coded calls (4 in total) were for incidents on their 22-bed inpatient psychiatric ward, but only one resulted in

“Carol,” a patient in the Harborview inpatient psychiatric treatment unit, uses a walker to get around. She argued with nurses when asked to return to her room. Carol then threw the contents of her juice cup at a nurse, getting juice on the nurse’s shoulder but causing no injury. The nurse told police that she believed “the patient throwing the paper cup at her with liquid contents was behavior and she knew what she was doing.” The police arrested Carol, removed her from inpatient care, and booked her into jail. Seattle filed misdemeanor assault charges, but dismissed the case in the interest of justice shortly thereafter. DRW does not know what happened to Carol after her release from jail.
arrest. That case involved an allegation that a patient had thrown a cup of water at another patient.

Harborview has a 66-bed inpatient psychiatric ward. Based on DRW’s review of police reports, that ward generated ten assault-coded calls to police, seven of which resulted in arrest.

Navos’s 70-bed inpatient psychiatric treatment facility generated 34 assault-coded calls. Eleven of these calls resulted in a patient being arrested and removed from inpatient psychiatric care. Two of these arrests were never referred to the prosecutor for criminal charges and one was declined by the prosecutor’s office. Prosecutors filed charges on the eight remaining cases, but four of them quickly resulted in dismissal because the patient was found not competent to stand trial.

Northwest Hospital has an inpatient psychiatric ward serving older adults, but DRW did not find patient assault arrests there.

Navos psychiatric staff had recently ceased “Jacob’s” anti-psychotic medication due to medical concerns. As a result, his behavior had become more erratic and he got into an altercation with a nurse. Jacob repeatedly punched the nurse, causing a bruise. By the time officers arrived, Jacob had been physically restrained and given a sedative medication. Officers did not immediately arrest him, but returned at a later date and made the arrest. Jacob was charged with felony assault on a health care provider and spent over one month in jail before he was found not competent to stand trial and as a result his case was dismissed.

Assaults on staff result in arrest more often than assaults on other patients

DRW’s investigation also raised concerns about the disparate outcomes for patient-on-patient vs. patient-on-staff assault. Navos presented the clearest example of this.
For most of the facilities that DRW reviewed, almost all of the calls to police and resulting arrests were for patient-on-staff assault. This could mean that patients are not assaulting other patients at these facilities or it could mean that patient-on-patient incidents are not generally reported to police at the same rate as patient-on-staff incidents.

Unlike these other facilities, Navos had far more calls to police about patient-on-patient assaults than it did about patient-on-staff assaults. Despite more patient-on-patient assault reports, the majority of the arrests made at Navos were for patient-on-staff assaults. DRW determined that 4 of the 5 (80%) patient-on-staff assaults that were called in to police resulted in arrest, but only 7 of the 29 (24%) patient-on-patient assaults calls resulted in arrest.

In fact, the police reports from Navos incidents reflect a great deal of thought and attention by both staff and police about how arrest could be avoided when the incident involved only patients. This was not the case when the victim was a staff member. Compare:

“Jordan,” a patient at Navos, punched another patient. When the police arrived, Jordan had been placed into isolation and appeared to be responding to internal stimuli. The officer’s report noted: “Jordan was already receiving psychiatric attention and new medication. This was the best solution for Jordan who was having a crisis episode. A safety plan was in place by staff to prevent any more violence.”

At Navos, a nurse reported to police that she intervened in a fight between one patient, “Sean,” and another patient, during which she was punched in the face. Police noted she had no visible injury. The responding officer asked the patient’s treating physician specifically whether he wanted Sean “removed from the facility and sent up to King County Jail.” The physician replied that he “would like Sean sent to jail for assault.” The officer then made the arrest.
Prosecutors have significant discretion in pursuing criminal charges against patients

Prosecutors have immense power to decide whether to file criminal charges or not. The American Bar Association (ABA) Criminal Justice Standards for the Prosecution suggest that in exercising discretion over whether to initiate, decline, or dismiss a criminal charge, a prosecutor may consider numerous factors. These include but are not limited to: the impact of prosecution or non-prosecution on the public welfare; whether the likely punishment or collateral consequences are disproportionate in relation to the particular offense or the offender; and unwarranted disparate treatment of similarly-situated persons. Prosecutors also need to consider the extent of the danger posed by the defendant and the likelihood that the defendant will reoffend. However, the ultimate decision to prosecute rests with the prosecutor, who is responsible for ensuring justice is served.

“The prosecutor serves the public interest and should act with integrity and balanced judgment to increase public safety both by pursuing appropriate criminal charges of appropriate severity, and by exercising discretion to not pursue criminal charges in appropriate circumstances.”

- The American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Standards for the Prosecution, 2018

Prosecuting Patients

Once an arrest is made, the police must decide whether and to whom to refer the arrest for criminal prosecution. In Seattle, a referral for misdemeanor assault prosecution will generally go to the Seattle City Attorney’s Office (SCAO) for potential filing. For felony assault prosecution, it would go to the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office (KCPAO).
Prosecutors are not using discretion to avoid unnecessary patient prosecution

Misdemeanors

Of the 102 arrests for patient assaults over the course of one year, DRW found that SPD referred 77 to SCAO for potential misdemeanor prosecution. SCAO screened the cases and declined to file charges in 13 (17%) of them, due mainly to problems with victim cooperation or the ability to ultimately prove the case. In comparison, SCAO declined to file nearly 50% of the misdemeanor assault referrals it received city-wide in 2018.42

Although SCAO was still reviewing some cases at the time of this report, the office did file misdemeanor assault charges in 54 of the 77 patient assault cases (70%). In comparison, SCAO filed charges in about 50% of the misdemeanor assault referrals it received city-wide.
About half of these patient assault misdemeanor cases were ultimately dismissed. Notably, the majority of these dismissals were due to the defendant being found not competent to stand trial due to mental illness.\(^{43}\) In almost all of those cases, questions about the defendant’s competency to stand trial were brought within days of arrest, raising serious questions as to whether the defendant should have been charged in the first place. Although whether an individual is mentally competent to stand trial is a different legal question than whether they had the mental status necessary to commit the crime, the two are certainly related.

Only 12 of the 54 cases filed (22\%) resulted in a plea or finding of guilt, largely for misdemeanor assault. That is roughly equivalent to the city-wide misdemeanor assault conviction rates.\(^{44}\) Notably, ten of the 12 patient assault cases that ended in guilty findings received a suspended sentence, meaning the judge delayed any sentence in order to allow the defendant to meet certain conditions instead.

Thus, only two of the 54 filed misdemeanor cases resulted in the defendant being levied a punishment by a criminal court. Given the high rates of dismissal in the SCAO patient assault cases, especially based on incompetency to stand trial, DRW believes the SCAO could significantly improve its review of these cases before filing to avoid unnecessary charging.
DRW believes that SCAO should expand the use of diversion programs that focus on connecting defendants with behavioral health conditions to treatment instead of criminal prosecution. Finally, DRW also believes that the office must create charging and disposition guidelines.

**Felonies**

Under Washington law, what could otherwise qualify as misdemeanor assault can be charged as a felony assault if the person assaulted is a health care provider. Of the 102 total patient assault arrests that DRW tracked, 22 were referred to the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office (KCPAO) for felony charges because the victim was a health care provider. KCPAO declined to file criminal charges in two cases—one due to not receiving materials from SPD and the other because the prosecutor determined that the facts did not meet the KCPAO’s internal Filing and Disposition Standards.

After making this determination, the KCPAO returned the case to the police for potential filing as a misdemeanor in municipal court. The assigned prosecutor’s memorandum to the police further explained this decision.
Despite the thorough review and analysis that this prosecutor appears to have given the patient's mental state in this case, KCPAO still filed felony assault charges against patients in 19 other cases. Five of these cases were dismissed by the KCPAO after filing, one for unclear reasons and four others due to the defendant being found not competent. Three cases were still pending final outcomes at the time of publication of this report. Seven felony-charged patients pleaded to a lesser misdemeanor charge. At the time of this report, only four of the 19 cases had resulted in a guilty plea or conviction of the original felony assault charge.
“Michael” had been brought to Harborview’s Emergency Department by family members concerned about his worsening symptoms of schizophrenia. They reported he had been awake for 4-5 days talking to himself and that he believed that police and security guards were demons. When he saw hospital security guards, he immediately got into a fight with them and hit multiple guards. Michael was charged with a felony and sent for a competency evaluation. He spent approximately 8 months dealing with delays related to competency evaluation and restoration services before finally being found competent and pleading guilty.

DRW review of the patient felony assault cases revealed that over one-third of them appear to qualify under factor (b), as laid out in the Filing and Disposition Standards. In these cases, the patient spit in the face of a health care provider. Were it not for where the spit landed, DRW believes these cases would not have met KCPAO’s standards for felony charges.

Like with the SCAO misdemeanor cases, DRW also found that many of the patients charged with felony assault appeared to have serious mental health issues that played a key role in their alleged crime. Many of the KCPAO cases were referred for competency evaluations, like the SCAO cases, raising similar concerns about the patient’s mental state and overall purpose of prosecution.

The time and resources invested into prosecuting these cases, including restoring these individuals to competency just so we can further prosecute them, is substantial. It should bring some benefit. Perhaps we would expect it to cause decline in workplace violence rates for health care workers, reduce criminal acts committed by the defendants in the long term, or improve health outcomes for defendants. Unfortunately, there is no evidence of that.
Recommendations

We must consider better ways of responding to patients in behavioral health crisis. This starts from the initial point of contact with health care providers, continues through involvement of law enforcement or prosecutors, and ultimately raises larger questions of policy and resources.

For health care facilities

1. **Facilities should adopt effective workplace violence prevention programs that prioritize training and adequate staffing levels.** Implementing workplace safety plans and staff training provides effective, longer-term solutions to violence against health care workers, unlike arresting and prosecuting patients in crisis. Washington law requires health care facilities to develop and implement this type of plan\(^{47}\) and the U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has published guidelines to help facilities reduce violence.\(^{48}\) OSHA and the Joint Commission both emphasize the importance of training staff in health and safety, including de-escalation techniques. They also point to understaffing, especially a lack of adequate mental health staff on site, as increasing risk of violent incidents.\(^{49}\) Health care facilities should ensure workplace violence prevention programs include adequate staffing levels and relevant staff training.

2. **Facilities should provide training to staff on criminal legal interventions and outcomes for patients.** DRW determined that arrest and jailing often results in harm to patients and disruption in providing necessary health care. It does not reduce workplace violence rates for health care facilities. Many health care staff members who contact police may not know much about what happens to that patient after arrest. They may not fully appreciate the restricted access to meaningful mental health care in jail, the harms of solitary confinement, or the frequency with which these criminal cases are dismissed. Health care facilities should include
training and information on these topics for staff so that staff can make a more informed decision about contacting police or requesting arrest.

3. **Facilities should review all incidents for whether and why criminal legal intervention occurred.** Washington law requires the health care facilities to review the frequency of violent workplace incidents “including identification of the causes for and consequences of violent acts at the setting.” The consequences of these incidents include whether the police were called and a patient was arrested. In their analyses of violent incident cause and consequence, health care facilities must look at the decision to involve police and the criminal legal system. They should look to effects of arrest and incarceration on patients and consider whether arrest and prosecution is leading to an overall reduction in violent incidents in the workplace. If it is not, health care facilities should take other more effective steps to reduce workplace violence, such as prioritizing adequate staffing levels and training.

**For law enforcement**

1. **Officers should use discretion to avoid arrest when the patient displays symptoms of a behavioral health condition.** A police officer is not required to arrest a patient even if they have probable cause to believe an assault occurred and a health care provider wants them to make an arrest. In fact, Washington law *encourages* law enforcement to avoid making an arrest when a person is known to have a history of mental illness and there are treatment-related options available instead. Police should use their discretion to avoid arrest of patients in behavioral health crisis whenever possible, especially if health care staff have already defused any imminent risk by de-escalating the situation. Police can avoid arrests and still ensure safe outcomes—for example, by providing verbal warnings or taking written reports.

2. **Officers should not give undue weight to health care staff preference when making arrest decisions.** The arrest rates for assault calls were higher in these health care facilities than in Seattle at large. DRW found that health care staff preference holds great weight in
determining whether police ultimately arrested a patient. Police should consider the health care staff preference, but should weigh it as one among many variables. Police should place more weight on whether the patient is currently receiving health care, especially for a behavioral health condition, and whether arrest would unnecessarily disrupt that health care. Police should encourage health care staff who want an arrest to consider alternative outcomes, including having a written report taken that police can refer to the prosecutor without making an immediate arrest.

3. When an officer feels an arrest of a patient might be warranted, the officer should postpone the arrest decision to allow the patient to continue to receive treatment. An officer does not have to make immediate arrest. The officer may record the incident, may refer it to the prosecutors for possible charging later, or may suggest the health care providers follow up with police if patient problems persist. DRW found that when police suggested that health care staff call back in the future if necessary after patient care was complete, health care providers often did not require additional police intervention and arrest was altogether avoided.

4. When an officer feels an arrest of a patient is absolutely warranted, the officer should not refer the case for felony assault charges unless the incident qualifies as Assault in the Second or First Degree. Assault in the Third Degree is just a misdemeanor assault that is automatically converted to a felony assault because the victim has a specific status, including health care provider. Police are not required to refer a case for this heightened charge and should generally avoid doing so when a patient appears to have a behavioral health condition, especially if injury is minor or non-existent. If there is significant injury, Assault in the Second or First Degree has always been available as a criminal charge.

Heightened charging and criminal penalties do not reduce individual recidivism\(^{52}\) and have shown no evidence of reducing workplace violence rates for health care providers. Instead,
felony convictions do make it harder to access stable housing and income,\textsuperscript{53} two essential elements to behavioral health recovery.

**For prosecutors**

1. **All Prosecuting Attorney Offices should have written charging guidelines.** These guidelines should include a discussion of how a person’s status as a patient, especially one displaying symptoms of a behavioral health condition, should generally weigh against filing criminal charges. These guidelines should consider specific factors, including minimal injury to the victim, patient history of a behavioral health condition, role of behavioral health symptoms in the current incident, and a history of competency evaluation and restoration. Prosecuting attorneys should receive regular training on this topic and the guidelines should be shared with law enforcement.

2. **Prosecuting Attorney Offices should undertake a review of all their current patient assault cases.** DRW’s investigation concluded that many of the criminal cases against patients described behavior that raised serious questions as to whether the patient had capacity for the requisite intent—a patient describing or demonstrating hallucinations, paranoia, or delusions may not be capable of understanding or controlling their conduct. Even setting aside the question of what level of intent is required in these cases, DRW found that some of the defendants in these cases had already faced questions of competency to stand trial on a current or recent criminal case. Individuals whose competency has so recently been questioned should certainly get closer scrutiny when considering additional charges. Prosecuting Attorney Offices should undertake a review of current patient assault cases with these factors in mind, and should review the outcomes with staff in order to improve future filing decisions.

3. **Prosecuting Attorney Offices should expand the use of programs that focus on connecting individuals to treatment instead of prosecution.** There is increasing recognition of the benefits of diversion programs that promote alternative resolutions for
criminal cases. Seattle and King County have programs that aim to avoid criminal charges altogether, like Legal Intervention Network of Care (LINC) and Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD). These programs provide substantial case management support and access to other resources, like housing. Prosecutors should use these types of programs more for patients arrested for assault.

Seattle and King County also have mental health courts that connect defendants with treatment as they attempt to resolve the criminal case. Although these courts can help individuals access services and support, they often require intensive probation for lengthy periods, the ability to follow many specific directives, and the willingness to share confidential information. Prosecutors should utilize mental health court more for patients facing assault charges, but should ensure they avoid a compliance-based model with unnecessarily lengthy supervision.

To ensure better participation and success in these programs for individuals with behavioral health conditions, prosecutors should also follow harm reduction principles.

4. **Prosecuting Attorney Offices should refrain from charging Felony Assault based solely on the status of the victim as a health care provider.** Aside from an overall reconsideration of whether criminal charges are effective in patient assault cases, prosecutors should generally avoid charging what would otherwise be a misdemeanor assault case as a felony based solely on the status of the alleged victim. This is especially true if the patient has a behavioral health condition and was seeking health care at the time of the incident.

Assault in the Third Degree is an unnecessary felony charge carrying serious repercussions for defendants. Heightened criminal penalties do not reduce individual recidivism and have shown no evidence of reducing workplace violence rates for health care providers. If there is a serious assault that would warrant Assault in the Second or First Degree charges, that remains
an option. As a criminal charge, Assault in the Third Degree is unnecessary, ineffective, and harmful to those in behavioral health crisis.

For policy makers

1. **State agencies should provide additional guidance to health care facilities on how to appropriately handle patients in crisis.** Washington’s law that requires health care facilities to maintain workplace safety plans also instructs facilities to “consider any guidelines on violence in the workplace or in health care settings issued by the department of health, the department of social and health services, the department of labor and industries, the federal occupational safety and health administration, medicare, and health care setting accrediting organizations.”¹⁵⁷ Thus, Washington state agencies should provide specific guidance to health care facilities on how to promote workplace safety while also ensuring access to health care and avoiding criminalization for patients with behavioral health conditions. Over the past two years, the state’s Department of Social and Health Services in particular has shown dedication and expertise in diverting people from the criminal legal system and into treatment.¹⁵⁸

2. **The state should better fund robust behavioral health treatment and social service systems that effectively serve people before they reach crisis.** Washington has been ranked near the bottom nationally when it comes to our mental health care system.¹⁵⁹ We have also seen a large increase in the number of people with significant behavioral health issues in our criminal legal system.¹⁶⁰ If people cannot get accessible and appropriate community-based behavioral health treatment, if they do not have stable housing or income, or if they cannot access crisis services that effectively stabilize them, they are more likely to end up like one of the many patients detailed in this report. Washington should prioritize funding robust behavioral health treatment and social service systems that promote treatment and stability, not criminalization.
3. **The state should remove Assault in the Third Degree from Washington’s criminal code (RCW 9A.36.031).** Washington State already has criminal charges for misdemeanor and felony assault that thoroughly capture the range of assaultive behaviors and injuries. An Assault in the Third Degree (Assault 3) charge just converts what would otherwise be a misdemeanor into a felony based solely on the status of the victim. All too often, Assault 3 charges are used to further criminalize behavioral health conditions and disability-related behaviors. When someone with significant behavioral health symptoms encounters health care professionals (or other professions included on the Assault 3 victim list, like police officers or bus drivers), those encounters could be negatively affected by symptoms like delusional thinking, hallucinations, impulse control, and paranoia.

A major motivation for increasing criminal penalties is to disincentivize assault, but there is no evidence that this works, especially when we are talking about a population with active behavioral health symptoms. Instead, we are expending substantial cost and causing harm to vulnerable people without achieving our end goal. Washington State should not expand the list of status victims under our Assault 3 law, but instead should remove it from our criminal code.

**Conclusion**

DRW’s investigation of assaults by patients in Seattle health care facilities determined that we are criminalizing behavioral health conditions without any real or long-term benefits. Health care staff should absolutely not have to face the stress and potential injury from workplace violence. There are effective techniques to treat patients with significant behavioral health needs that do not require arrest. Health care facilities must do a better job training staff, supporting, and encouraging these techniques.

In making decisions about arrest, DRW found that police often defer to health care staff preference with the end result being unnecessary arrest. Police and health care staff should
therefore understand the repercussions of their decisions on patient well-being and the futility of arrest in reducing workplace violence generally. Police officers should use their discretion to avoid arrest whenever possible and should work with health care facilities in these efforts.

Finally, prosecutors make important decisions about a patient’s fate after arrest. DRW found that prosecutors are engaging in ineffective and potentially harmful criminal prosecution of patients with behavioral health conditions. Prosecutors must do better at providing consistent, thorough assessment of these cases and avoiding unnecessary harm.

When we arrest patients out of health care facilities, we remove them from treatment and book them into jail. This can cause serious harm to people with behavioral health conditions. In arresting and prosecuting these cases, we often penalize behaviors that are a direct result of the person’s health condition or disability—symptoms that significantly affect a person’s perception of reality and their impulse control. When we go further and convert a misdemeanor into a felony based solely on who was assaulted, we amplify all of the disruption and harm of jail and a criminal case. Even worse, we do all this without any proven reduction in the behavior we are targeting.

Every person providing health care and every person who needs it deserves a system that is humane and responsive. No one should fear going to work just as no one should fear that the symptoms that brought them to a hospital will lead instead to jail.
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